
The multi-line card (RAV-KAV) is a smart travel card that can be loaded according to your travel needs and 

gives you discounts on public transportation.  

One can travel throughout Israel by public transport with this card, which can be used in trains and bus. 

The card is a personal card with a name and a picture and it is not transferable. 

You can recharge it in the train station and automatic machines and even use it for combined trips, both by 

train and bus. 

Your multi-line card is insured so that in case of loss, theft or defect, you can easily recover it. 

As of December 21, the payment of cash in buses will be stopped gradually, on Dan bus lines traveling in 

the Tel Aviv metropolitan area. Passengers on city buses will be able to pay for the trip by means of a 

multi-line ticket only, in monthly contracts or in a monetary value accumulated on the ticket. 

How can tourists or casual travelers be able to buy travel tickets? 

Each passenger can issue a "multi-line" card through the website and on-line service centers deployed 

throughout the country, as well as at Ben-Gurion Airport. 

 

In addition, the passengers can purchase an anonymous "multi-line" from all the bus drivers at a cost of 
5NIS. 
Some bus lines, such as line 1 for example, have loading stations inside the buses, but it is worth knowing 
that this charge is possible by credit card or cash without the possibility of receiving excess.  
An occasional passenger who wants to purchase a multi-line ticket on the bus itself, will have to pay an 
additional 5NIS- 10.90NIS instead of NIS 5.90 (the price for a single trip). 
Passengers can issue the "free line" at stations scattered throughout Israel, including central stations and 

on the Internet. 

 

A Recharging machine  

The multi-line card will remain in the passenger's possession for recharging. In fact, the driver will no 

longer issue another paper ticket for a one-time trip and a passenger who does not purchase a multi-line 

ticket will have to purchase a new one-time ticket each time. Passengers of buses and trains will be able to 

load their multi-line card in ATM machines (Casponet), located in kiosks and stores. 

For more information - http://www.egged.co.il/Article-786-Rav-Kav-Card.aspx 

http://www.egged.co.il/Article-786-Rav-Kav-Card.aspx


https://www.rail.co.il/en/ravkav 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pcentra.ravkavonlinemobile&hl=en  

https://www.rail.co.il/en/ravkav
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pcentra.ravkavonlinemobile&hl=en

